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Swipe right
for shopping

Decoding UAE's mobile shoppers
Shop now

Preferred online shopping routes

UAE’s dynamic shopping frequency

E-commerce 
platform apps

Social media 
e-shops

Web browser  
on smartphone

Retail brands 'own 
shopping apps

49%
40% 36%

31%

UAE's clear preference for 
e-commerce platform apps 
showcases the mobile-centric 
revolution in shopping habits

Add to cart

Multi-app shopping culture

1

1

1

1

1

of UAE residents have  
more than 5 shopping apps 
installed in their phone

Monthly and weekly purchases are the norm,  
reflecting a balanced mix of convenience and splurge

apps

27%
5+ 42%

females
21%
malesvs

Not weekly, but 
at least once a 

month

Not daily, but at 
least once a week

Not monthly, but 
at least a couple 
of times a year

Every day or 
almost every day

31% 29%

18% 17%

5%
Rarely, once 
a year or less

What are their preferred shopping categories?

Fashion apparel

Personal electronics

Hotels & flights

Video games

Don’t know

Household electronics

Financial investments

Out-of-home entertainment

Skincare & beauty

Groceries

57%

41%

34%

19%

1%

37%

17%

26%

37%

46%

Gender nuances across  
various categories

Women lead mobile shopping in skincare & fashion, while men dominate 
in household electronics and personal gadgets

Our analysis scratched the surface, but the goldmine lies 
ahead. Ready to uncover more? Connect with YouGov's 
researchers today and launch surveys that deliver cost-

effective, reliable data across 19 MENA markets.
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Skincare & beauty

Household electronics

Fashion apparel

Personal electronics

Hotels & flights

Women Men

Navigate the future with YouGov Surveys
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